Leaders Drive Productivity

Are you building a High Performance Environment?
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Are you building a High Performance Environment? It is the Leaders challenge to create the circumstances that stimulate improved performance and execution from the people within their organization. The key question for business leaders is not “why” high performance but rather “how”?

**IT’S ABOUT LEADERSHIP CAPITAL not HUMAN CAPITAL – TO DRIVE PRODUCTIVITY**

**Three Vignettes**

1. The Dean of the Juilliard School of Music sits in his office. He needs to improve the performance ability of his students and identify who has that X-factor – what does he do?

2. How do Military Commanders ensure that their Special Forces teams constantly innovate, improve & perform in situations of uncertainty and extreme pressure?

3. A CEO & her leadership team have agreed to their new strategy. Knowing how often new strategy initiatives fail at implementation, what can be done to ensure the organization successfully executes the new strategy?

In all of these situations leaders need to get more from their people in order to be successful. Whether it is maintaining the prestige of a great artistic institution, creating elite military capability or succeeding in business it comes down to Leaders’ ability to stimulate performance.

Of course having the right people is critical, super critical, but once “on the bus”¹ how does a leader create an environment that improves the performance of those people? That is the leaders challenge and when it is not done it will matter little if you have the right people or not. An ineffective leader can render useless an entire organization. Like a great coach improves the performance of an athlete, effective leaders in business improve the performance of their people.
The Leaders Challenge — Improving Execution & Productivity

Improved business performance is a factor of better strategy execution through improving individual performance contribution.2

We know that some companies are driving real productivity improvements. As discussed in Moving Mountains whitepaper (www.returnonexecution.com) we see how SuccessFactors customers to various degrees drive superior financial results from improved execution and productivity. The question is not whether you should do it but rather HOW. So HOW do leaders drive improved execution and individual contribution? How can leaders consistently make the right move to ensure their influence percentage is on the rise? How can leaders ensure that performance improvement scales throughout an entire organization? The answer is to create and maintain a High Performance Environment.

What Is A High Performance Environment?

If a regular environment can be defined broadly as a set of circumstances that a population of people find themselves in, then a high performance environment can be defined as an environment that stimulates the individuals within that context to improve their performance. The pursuit of “Better, Stronger, Faster”.

The Juilliard School is a High Performance Environment. Military Special Forces teams are High Performance Environments. The Olympic Games is a High Performance Environment. Is your organization a High Performance Environment?

Why High Performance?

Why does High Performance Management matter? The answer is simple. Better results. These results will come in the form of increased revenue, improved utilization, higher productivity, better quality & safety and greater engagement.

Leaders who manage for high performance get more from their people; their staff is more engaged, more committed. Better results leads to greater rewards in the form of recognition and financial returns, increased influence and significance.

People Change When Their Environment Changes

It has long being held that people will adapt to their environment. Physically, mentally, emotionally people will make subtle and sometimes significant shifts in their behavior based upon the environmental circumstances. Driven by this presupposition a research project, conducted by Elkiem, has been investigating the specific environmental circumstances that stimulate improved performance in human populations. Elkiem is a member of SuccessFactors Thought Leader Network.

Through a process of interviews and analysis, Elkiem has spent the last 16 years researching human high performance and the factors that shape a high performance environment. Research subjects include: Nelson Mandela, Carl Lewis, Sir Edmund Hillary, Military Generals, leaders of NASA, MIT, Harvard Business School, the Juilliard School of Music and CEO’s of Leading Corporations amongst a bank of over 6500 research participants.
The High Performance Environmental Structure

The culmination of this research is called the High Performance Environmental Structure® (HPES). It describes the common concepts and components of high performance environments. It provides a simple method to understand the strengths and weaknesses of any performance environment and a step by step plan to implement High Performance.

Pursue Higher Quality Comparisons

Ensure You Are Comparing Yourself To Something Better Than Yourself

Humans are comparative machines. In order to answer a question of how tall, how short, how fast, etc. we must make comparisons. In performance terms, if we desire improvement, our primary comparison must allow a sense of dissatisfaction with our current performance level. The easiest way to feel like a high performer is to mix with a population of low performers. With regards to this principle, there are two arts to leading a high performance team: Firstly leaders must identify the primary performance comparison in the population and then they must know when to introduce a new primary comparison to the population.

What is the evidence that a new primary comparison is required?

- A sense of complacency: especially success driven complacency.
- A feeling in the population of ‘we are doing all we can’.
- Repetition of performance behavior rather than innovating new performance behavior.
- Push back/disbelief in the possibility of greater outcomes.
- Protection of current position rather than advancing to new positions.

Every performance population has a primary comparison. Leaders’ need to ensure this comparison drives performance.
THE KEY TO BUILDING A HIGH PERFORMANCE ENVIRONMENT

The key to implementing high performance in organizations is clarity & effectiveness. Not only does an environment need concepts defining direction, performance status and motivation, those concepts must be clear & effective if a performance outcome is desired. It is the Leaders job to provide this clarity and ensure effective implementation throughout an organization.

Many environments have goals and objectives that are not stimulating performance. Equally many workplaces have consequence systems that don’t motivate the population to perform or appraisal systems that are viewed as bureaucratic process not a tool for performance exposure. Each concept has a set of “effectiveness criteria” that needs to be met in order to stimulate improved performance in a population. This issue, a lack of clarity & effectiveness in one, some or all of the nine components of the HPES, is the cause of many of the problems with driving improved execution and enhanced productivity in business today.

Leaders believe they have provided goals and measures and rewards and have engaged employees but there are merely ticking the boxes not making those concepts “clear & effective” in stimulating performance.

What criteria would a goal or objective have to meet to stimulate improved performance?

SMART — Specific, Measureable, Attainable, Relevant, Time-bound

There are several versions of SMART and all of them target similar concepts related to making goals effective. If the SMART criteria are not met then it is likely that the goal in question just won’t work in driving performance. Taking it one step further, in terms of a goal that would stimulate High Performance, you would like to capture a concept of stretch or “just possible” to the attainment of the goal. Great leaders know that there is a small window in human psychology where a goal will have the desired effect of motivating the performance population to improved outcomes. Too hard a goal will result in disengagement — equally, too easy a goal can result in a lack of effort to pursue an objective. So there is a window of just possible that will make some goals more potent in driving improved performance.

![Figure 2: The SuccessFactors SMART Wizard assists organizations create goals and objectives that stimulate improved performance](imageurl)
It is also worth touching on the importance of meaningful goals. A goal without meaning can never be effective in stimulating high performance outcomes. This point reinforces the importance of Goal Management within organizations. If individuals understand how their individual goals and objectives align and tie back to those of the overall organization there is a heightened prospect of greater levels of purpose and meaning being derived from those objectives. High amounts of meaning are critical to success in High Performance Environments as these are environments that will create performance pressure. Without strong meaning it would be difficult to sustain the pressures that come with the need to perform.

**Goals Are the Starting Point**

It is important to emphasize again that ALL components of the HPES have a set of criteria, just like the SMART principles for goals and objectives, that drive clarity and effectiveness. For example; problems with performance reviews are often at cause due to the measurement systems not meeting their criteria — trusted, fair, accurate, providing a useful comparison, timely and transparent.

Equally reward and compensation systems can be made more potent if management ensures the rewards that are used by the environment to motivate the pursuit of objectives meet the effectiveness criteria for clear & effective Significant Emotional Pleasure. (Emotionally felt, relevant, meaningful to the population, timely, linked to achievement).

Improving the clarity & effectiveness of both of these components and capturing those criteria in an effective pay for performance system will enhance the potency of your performance environment.

Understanding the relative clarity & effectiveness of each of these components allows leaders to get an accurate picture of their current performance environment.

Equipped with this understanding; a leader can make informed decisions when taking action to create high performance. The aim is to try and work out what performance initiative is necessary to make and for how long. This is the leadership art. Leaders who do this successfully can scale throughout an entire organization by implementing an effective performance management platform to standardize across the business.

**Figure 3: What are the strengths & weaknesses of your environment? What is your next move to improve performance?**
To be a true High Performance Environment leaders must maintain a narrow range of acceptable performance standards. This lesson has come from studying performance environments such as the Juilliard School of Music in NYC which maintains extremely high performance standards. Why do organizations such as Juilliard maintain such high performance standards?

In any organization, industry, or market there is a “range of performance standards” that distinguishes who are the top and bottom performers. In populations that strive for high performance, pressure is partly created by the range of acceptable standards and that pressure will be reduced if substandard performance becomes acceptable within that environment. If allowed to remain the effects can be far reaching. For example the following effects can occur if a performer rated 5/10 is allowed to remain a 5/10:

- **Those who are rated a 6/10 feel relatively comfortable as there are others rated below them.**
- **Those that are rated 9/10 can feel extraordinary in comparison and may grow in complacency.**
- **Others at 5/10 feel safety in numbers.**
- **New arrivals to the environment with expectations of a high performance culture can feel ‘undelivered promise’ when they interact with those at 5/10.**

High performing organizations cannot allow the low performers to remain at sub-standard levels of performance. They need to improve or exit the environment.

As we’ll discuss in the forthcoming book *Return on Execution*© Berggren & Dalgaard, addressing this issue is a key concept. We’ll discuss a new metric called the Dead Weight Score which is the % of the employee’s that are scored the lowest for two cycles in a row. That is low performance accepted and kept on board.

The benefits of maintaining a narrow range of performance standards is reflected empirically. SuccessFactors customers are able to increase individual performance levels and hence improve execution of strategy with higher productivity. The curve above demonstrates the benefit of a narrow range of acceptable performance standards and contains real data from SuccessFactors customer’s performance distribution curve pre and post using SuccessFactors. This shift represents 5.43% improved workforce productivity.

**Performance and Talent Management software greatly improved companies’ performance distribution by reducing the percentage of low performers, and increasing the percentage of high performers.**
Leadership First — Human Capital Second

High Performance is a Leadership issue not a human capital issue. Those leaders who outsource the improvement of human performance to the HR department and do not stay engaged with their HR leaders are missing a great opportunity. Although it can appear a clouded priority when compared to the latest product announcement, competitive threat or financial analysis it is the key to long term organizational health and differentiation.

The combination of SuccessFactors best practices such as SMART Goals, Goal Management, & Pay for Performance amongst others, combined with the management discipline of the HPES Model enable leaders to quickly establish an accurate picture of their current performance environment and provides clarity on what next performance initiative will most dramatically drive productivity.

Are you building a High Performance Organization?
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